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**ABSTRACT**

Radiation therapy delivered with definitive intent is challenging in the treatment of malignancies involving the extremities. Often, the target volume of interest is circumferential in the extremity compartment and sparing normal tissue and providing conformal avoidance to bone/soft tissue is difficult to achieve. In this manuscript we review the use of volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) to provide concurrent and simultaneous radiation treatment to tumors in both anterior and posterior compartments including the popliteal fossa with appropriate sparing of normal tissue for lymphatic drainage. The use of advanced therapy technology can make a significant difference in the comprehensive management of patients with both epithelial and non-epithelial non-Hodgkin lymphoma lesions in the extremities.
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**Introduction**

Radiation therapy management with definitive intent for patients with soft tissue and bone disease in the extremities is challenging for providers. Therapy planning strategies need to include immobilization of the extremity as well as a strategy for sparing normal tissue for appropriate extremity lymphatic drainage to ensure an optimal functional outcome. From a historical perspective, definitive extremity care is thought to be optimally managed with rigid immobilization for daily treatment reproducibility and static fields with light field validation to
provide reassurance that normal tissue is being spared from therapy for appropriate lymphatic drainage of tissues distal to the intended target (Zheng et al., 2012).

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma incidence is increasing at all age levels. We continue to observe a significant increase in patients particularly in older populations with disease exhibiting intermediate and high-risk features requiring vigorous application of both systemic and local therapy. Competing medical comorbidities can influence the application and duration of systemic management including targeted and immune driven therapy. Therefore, radiation therapy is often applied at various timepoints during the care of the patient to all body regions, including indications when systemic therapy options are limited due to the medical status of the patient and unintentional potential for therapy-associated toxicity with systemic management.

In this paper we review two patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the extremity with complex target geometries and review how VMAT can be applied with optical tracking systems deployed to successfully reproduce volumes for treatment without the need for rigid devices which can be difficult to build and reproduce treatment accurately daily. The volumes of therapy are especially challenging as targets in both the anterior and posterior aspect of the lower extremity required treatment with full dose. We review the strategy for conformal avoidance of key structures including placing dose gradients across various points of joint spaces as well as spare a strip of normal tissue to preserve lymphatic drainage.

**Clinical Presentation**

Selected patients with extremity non-Hodgkin lymphoma treated by our department were reviewed for radiation plan development and stability of daily treatment execution. Patients completed the planned course of radiation therapy. Two patients were chosen for the focus of this manuscript. Both required radiation therapy to be delivered across normal tissue including the knee joint. The ability of volume modulated arc therapy to limit dose across normal tissue structures was compared to traditional conventional therapy plans. This was reviewed for statistical significance with a two sample T test designed to evaluate the significance of volume reduction in normal tissue dose between traditional anterior-poster therapy and therapy applied with VMAT.

**Patient One**

This patient had multiple recurrences of diffuse large B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma at the time he was treated to the right lower extremity including multiple previous regimens of chemo-immunotherapy. The site of origin of disease was thought to be the gastric fundus. Stage
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4 disease was established at presentation with disease located in multiple soft tissue regions, lymph nodes, and bone without involvement of hepatic or pulmonary parenchyma. As part of consolidation management after chemotherapy, he was treated with radiation therapy to multiple sites of disease including the right axilla and two dermal sites of disease in the head/neck. At the time of therapy failure, the patient developed multiple sites of disease in the dermal surfaces of the anterior compartment of the right lower extremity along the tibial plateau. Clinical examination and positron emission tomography confirmed popliteal adenopathy creating a challenge in treatment both anterior and posterior disease. Volume modulated arc management permitted target coverage of disease requiring placing dose gradients across multiple areas of normal tissue for lymphatic drainage including the joint space at the level of the knee. The use of kilo voltage (kV) on line image guidance coupled with periodic use of cone beam computer tomography and optical tracking systems for daily positioning and alignment greatly facilitated patient care as rigid structures for immobilization were not required. This greatly facilitated patient comfort and the speed of treatment as therapy. Traditional static field therapy would have taken much longer to complete coupled with the potential decreased security imposed by intra-fractional motion. In total, more than 30 minutes of time would be required for therapy including validation of patient set up. The VMAT plan with daily reproducibility took a few minutes to complete post image validation which likewise contributed to the ease of therapy set up and successful treatment execution. Fig. 1 represents an axial view of the treatment plan which was reproduced daily with kV imaging and monitored with optical tracking to ensure stability in the set up during therapy. The volume modulated arc plan outperformed the traditional plan with respect to sparing normal tissue including the knee joint and was statistically significant compared to a traditional AP-PA or three-dimensional plan.

Figure 1: Axial view of the treatment plan which was reproduced daily with kV imaging and monitored with optical tracking to ensure stability in the set up during therapy, Courtesy of the Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Massachusetts Medical School
Patient Two

This patient had a stage 2AE diffuse large B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the lower extremity whose disease at presentation involved the tibia by compression with near circumferential disease involving the left lower extremity including popliteal adenopathy. Inguinal/femoral adenopathy at presentation was treated with a discontinuous plan. Fig. 2 represents the plan using volume modulated arcs which was designed to treat all sites of disease including the circumferential tumor target, popliteal region, and component of the tibia initially involved with tumor. The patient was treated with optical tracking without rigid immobilization which provided security in daily positioning. As in patient 1, the volume modulated arc plan out performed the traditional plan with respect to normal tissue including the knee joint and was statistically significant compared to alternate three dimensional plans.

Discussion

Radiation therapy is often delivered to extremities in a palliative effort with planning designed for patient comfort and rapid workflow, often with non-volumetric treatment plans. In contrast, when therapy is delivered with definitive intent, multiple issues need to be considered to provide optimal management for patient care (Tiwana et al., 2016). There needs to be a strategy for protection of normal tissue for lymphatic flow (Christiansen et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2017; Gonzalez-Vela et al., 2008; Dargent et al., 2005; Persky et al., 2008; Torres-Paoli and Sanchez, 2000). Therapy delivered to skin folds and joint spaces must be carefully designed for dose uniformity and prevention of late effects to tissue of limited self-renewal capacity. We are learning that therapy across bony structures in adults can cause insufficiency fractures in weight bearing regions, therefore it is important to ensure radiation therapy dose gradients are placed.
across bony segments when possible and “hot spots” are avoided in bone (Tokumaru et al., 2012).

It is difficult to design radiation therapy to both anterior and posterior structures in an extremity and spare normal tissue for optimal orthopedic functional outcome, especially when therapy crosses joint spaces (Zheng et al., 2012). Table 1 shows the volume of normal tissue excluded from high dose when highly conformal plans can be applied to complex geometries in both cases. For these cases, dose to joint spaces was considerably improved applying VMAT for conformal avoidance. When disease crosses joint spaces and involves structures in different planes, only advanced technology planning can achieve the objective of disease management coupled with normal tissue exclusion. Intensity modulation including the use of VMAT permits full dose therapy to targets and supports normal tissue sparing. The planning of care requires skill in the physics of therapy plan design, however of equal challenge is the daily reproducibility of therapy. Historically, most radiation oncology plans were designed with rigid casting. Although there were strengths in positioning stability to this approach, the extremity was not always easily placed into the structure and air gaps within the structure coupled with tissue equivalent composition of the cast created dose asymmetries including augmenting dose to superficial structures. This would compound management during radiation therapy and if therapy was applied with pre-operative intent to high dose, wound healing after surgery could be compromised. Therefore, technique and application of technique can significantly influence outcome to tumor control and long-term functional outcome.

Table 1: Volume of normal tissue excluded from high dose when extremely conformal plans, using VMAT, can be applied to complex geometries in two cases. The volume treated is significant at P<0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan Type:</th>
<th>V100% (cc)</th>
<th>Normal Tissue Receiving 100% Treatment Dose (cc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient One</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-PA</td>
<td>1156.5</td>
<td>617.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMAT</td>
<td>574.9</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Two</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-PA</td>
<td>1970.5</td>
<td>1616.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMAT</td>
<td>458.2</td>
<td>104.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left lower extremity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-PA</td>
<td>1317.7</td>
<td>1137.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMAT</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left pelvis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper we review two cases of non-Hodgkin lymphoma involving the lower extremity. Both cases required skill in planning and the use of volumetric modulation applied to the target permitted appropriate radiation dose to target with exceptional normal tissue sparing. Patient One required a field length of > 40 cm, therefore dynamic tools were employed to accommodate his care into a single plan and the second patient presented with near circumferential target volume making normal tissue sparing very challenging. Optical tracking provided a nimble and reproducible tool to confirm the appropriate application of daily therapy without the need for rigid immobilization. The daily therapy set up in a nimble manner and the use of optical tracking with VMAT significantly reduced treatment time from more than 30 minutes to less than 10 minutes serving to enhance confidence in the daily set up. This is important as we titrate therapy volumes because we need security that the daily set up is precise as volume titration leaves less room for set up variability, especially in cases involving the extremity in which modest motion can create clinically significant changes including unintended treatment of tissue and under dose of intended target.

Modern radiation therapy has moved into a very good position to optimize care of complex geometries in multiple target locations including the extremities. As we become more skilled at applying these tools, patient outcomes as measured by functional outcomes and patient satisfaction will continue to improve.
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